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1111. . . . SummarySummarySummarySummary    
The fundamental objective of a progressive copyright policy must be to support sustainable, 

high-quality educational content, which is sourced locally and is adapted to fit a strong 

national or regional curriculum.  

 

Educational exceptions pre-suppose educational publishers as the primary source of high-

quality educational content.  

 

Appropriate, fair and balanced exceptions and limitations to copyright for specific educational 

purposes can be a valid part of national copyright law. Their extent and exact delimitation will 

vary widely at national level and depend on a number of social, legal and economic factors 

which necessarily reflect local circumstances. International harmonisation is harmful 

precisely because it would flatten and distort these local factors.  

 

In all cases, any national exceptions and limitations must:  

• Take into account the abundance of content we are currently experiencing;  

• Be specific, prescriptive and clearly delineated;  

• Be limited to works and uses that cannot be individually or collectively licensed;  

• Be limited to non-commercial purposes;  

• Exclude copying from textbooks and other works which have been published for use 

in education;  

• Be subject to the three step test as it appears in the Berne Convention for the 

Protection of Literary and Artistic Works: that is, limited to certain special cases that do 

not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work, and do not unreasonably prejudice 

the legitimate interests of the rightsholder.  

 

2. Abundance of content2. Abundance of content2. Abundance of content2. Abundance of content  
Copyright exceptions and the Appendix to the Berne Convention (relating to ‘developing 

countries’) were conceived at a time when content was scarce — sources of information were 

constrained and at times expensive to find or even inaccessible.  
 

This has changed dramatically. The Internet now provides an abundance of information, 

including educational content. Wikipedia, Open Educational Resources, Massive Online Open 

Courses, and free textbooks are widely and easily available along with the commercial 

products of educational publishers. Free and quality content blend in many ways: free content 

may be licensed from publishers, or free online resources can link to educational content 

produced by educational publishers and other emerging content providers.  
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3. A healthy educational publishing industry as a po3. A healthy educational publishing industry as a po3. A healthy educational publishing industry as a po3. A healthy educational publishing industry as a policy objective licy objective licy objective licy objective     
Despite more than 15 years of competition from free online educational content, the demand 

for commercially produced educational content remains strong. Open Educational Resources 

are often criticised for their lack of coherence, quality and maintenance over time. 

Philanthropic or sponsored publications may contain controversial or unwelcome 

worldviews. Adoption of single national textbooks encourages corruption and puts many 

small and local publishers at a disadvantage. These problems are inherent to all business 

models that are not driven by the demand-side choices of individual users.  

 

Publishing continues to adapt to the challenges of low median incomes in developing 

countries: there has been growth in the low-cost sector, while publishers are also 

experimenting with free content, freemium business models and new partnerships with 

teachers and educational policy makers.  

 

Curricula are local. So are learning environments and cultural contexts. Great education 

always requires local content. Educational exceptions that are too broad jeopardise this and 

threaten the local publishers that respond most acutely to the local curricula.  

 

4. Educational exceptions cannot replace textbooks 4. Educational exceptions cannot replace textbooks 4. Educational exceptions cannot replace textbooks 4. Educational exceptions cannot replace textbooks     
Copyright exceptions and limitations were intended and continue to serve an important role 

for small-scale copying of excerpts and illustrations by teachers. They cannot hope to 

substantially reduce costs for textbook procurement without, by definition, conflicting with 

the commercial interests of rightsholders and undermining the market they were supposed to 

complement.  

 

Where there is already a functioning commercial market for educational resources, and 

where licensing solutions are in place to cover small or complicated availability issues, then 

educational exceptions are not only unnecessary they can be seriously counter-productive.  

 

5. Specific limitations 5. Specific limitations 5. Specific limitations 5. Specific limitations     
Legal certainty is important to all stakeholders. Allowing copying ‘for the purpose of 

education’ is too broad, because in some sense every act of reading could be defined as 

educative.  

 

Copyright exceptions should therefore be specific. They should be limited to specific 

institutions (for example, not-for-profit, educational institutions) and for specific quantities 

and purposes.  

 

6. Unless otherwise licensed6. Unless otherwise licensed6. Unless otherwise licensed6. Unless otherwise licensed        
Where digital demand has emerged, educational publishers have developed digital products, 

often as part of larger virtual learning environments, digital platforms, and online courses. 

This direct relationship with customers is mutually beneficial: publishers learn from their 

customers, customers have a range of choices of content and educational services.  

 

Collective licences complement such commercial efforts. They provide permissions for works 

that are not available from publishers or of small excerpts too scattered to be licensed 
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directly. Revenue collected by Collective Management Organisations (CMOs) is a small but 

important income stream for authors and publishers.  

 

7. No international harmonisation 7. No international harmonisation 7. No international harmonisation 7. No international harmonisation     
Educational exceptions are not an isolated policy space. Larger policy objectives and the tools 

at hand may vary widely between nations.  

 

Educational exceptions are part of educational content procurement and therefore an 

important element of educational policy. Every country must manage this policy space in line 

with its localised objectives, by asking fundamental questions:  

• Does the country require content to match its national curriculum?  

• What has been its experience with government publishing, Open Educational 

Resources, philanthropic or sponsored publications?  

• Does it have or want to develop a local educational publishing industry to reduce its 

cultural and economic dependence on foreign content?  

 

Tools and resources may also vary:  

• Does the country depend on external donations for its educational expenditure?  

• Do Collective Management Organisations exist in the country? What role can they 

play in education?  

• How is the local digital market developing? How is the local digital educational 

infrastructure developing?  

 

The answers to all these questions will necessarily be varied and each country should 

respond accordingly, not follow a prescriptive, one-size-fits-all formula. National educational 

policy should be flexible and responsive to local needs.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About IPA: The International Publishers Association (IPA) is an international industry federation representing all 
aspects of book and journal publishing. Established in 1896, IPA’s mission is to promote and protect publishing 
and to raise awareness for publishing as a force for economic, cultural and political development. Around the 
world IPA actively fights against censorship and promotes copyright, literacy and freedom to publish. 
 
About EPF: The Educational Publishers Forum, organized by the IPA in 2009, is a unique Forum that brings 
together professional education (K-12) publishers from around the world. The purpose of the Forum is to share 
experiences regarding the evolution of learning resources, especially the application of technology and its 
impact on classroom pedagogy. The Forum tracks developments in both educational publishing and digital 
learning, and has established links with international agencies including the European Commission, OECD, 
UNESCO, WIPO, and the World Bank. IPA-EPF has the potential to be the leading global Forum for debate 
about the evolution of effective learning resources. 


